ABSTRACT. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a Hubert space, S a right reversible semitopological semigroup, 5 = {T : t G S} a continuous representation of S as nonexpansive mappings on a closed convex subset C into C, and F{S) the set of common fixed points of mappings Tt, t G S. Then we deal with the existence of a nonexpansive retraction P of C onto F(S) such that PTt = TtP = P for each t £ S and Px is contained in the closure of the convex hull of {Ttx: t£S} for each x G C.
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Introduction.
Let H be a real Hubert space with norm || ■ || and inner product (•, •) and C a nonempty closed convex subset of H. A mapping T: C -> C is called nonexpansive [3] on G, if \\Tx -Ty\\ < \\x -2/11 for every x, y G C.
We denote by F(T) the set of fixed points of T. The first nonlinear ergodic theorem for nonexpansive mappings was established in 1975 by Bâillon [1] : Let G be a closed convex subset of a Hilbert space and T a nonexpansive mapping of C into itself. If the set F(T) is nonempty, then for each x G G, the Cesàro means . n -1
Sn(x) = -YTkx n ¿-^t fc=o converge weakly to some y G F(T). In this case, putting y = Px for each x G G, P is a nonexpansive retraction of G onto F(T) such that PT -TP -P and Px G cö{Tnx: n = 0,1,2,...} for each x G G, where cöA is the closure of the convex hull of A. In [11] , the author proved the existence of such a retraction-"ergodic retraction"-for an amenable semigroup of nonexpansive mappings in a Hilbert space. Then, Hirano and Takahashi [5] extended this result to a Banach space. On the other hand, Rodé [10] found a sequence of means on the semigroups, generalizing the Cesàro means on positive integers, such that the corresponding sequence of mappings converges to a retraction onto the set of common fixed points. Recently Lau [7] considered the problem of weak convergence for a right reversible semigroup of nonexpansive mappings.
In this paper, we deal with the existence of "ergodic retraction" for a right reversible semigroup of nonexpansive mappings, that is, we prove a nonlinear ergodic theorem for such a semigroup in a Hilbert space. This theorem is a generalization of the author's result [11] . In the proof, we also give a characterization of "ergodic retraction".
Nonlinear ergodic theorem.
Let S be a semitopological semigroup, i.e., S is a semigroup with a Hausdorff topology such that for each a G S the mappings s -► a ■ s and s -> s ■ a from S to S are continuous. S is called right reversible if any two closed left ideals of S have nonvoid intersection. In this case, (S, <) is a directed system when the binary relation "<" on S is defined by a < b if and only if {a} U~Sâ D {b} U~Sb, o,6gS.
Right reversible semitopological semigroups include all commutative semigroups and all semitopological semigroups which are right amenable as discrete semigroups; see [4, 6, p. 335] . Let G be a closed convex subset of a real Hilbert space H and S = {Ts : s G S} a continuous representation of S as nonexpansive mappings on a closed convex set G into G, i.e., Ta¡,(x) = TaTb(x), a,b,G S, x G C and the mapping (s,x) -» Ts(x) from S x C into G is continuous when S x C has the product topology. Let F(S) denote the set {x G C: Tsx = x for all s G S} of common fixed points of mappings Ts, s G S in G. Then, as is well known, F(S) is a closed convex subset of G. Let Q be the metric projection of H onto F(S). Then, by Phelps [9] , Q is nonexpansive. Now we prove a nonlinear ergodic theorem for a right reversible semigroup of nonexpansive mappings in a Hilbert space.
THEOREM. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a real Hilbert space H, S a right reversible semitopological semigroup and S = {Ts : s G S} a continuous representation of S as nonexpansive mappings of a closed convex set C into C.
Suppose that F(S)=f){F(Ts):sGS}¿0.
Then the following are equivalent:
(a) ns6Scö{Ttx: t > s} D F(S) ^ 0 for each x G G.
(b) There is a nonexpansive retraction PofC onto F(S) such that PTt = TtP = P for every t G S and Px G cö{Ttx: t G S} for every x G C.
PROOF. (b)=>(a). Let xgC. Then Px G F(S). Also
PxG f] oe{Ttx: t > s}. Then from [7] we know that QTsx converges strongly to some z G F(S). We show u -z. Let a < b. Then we may assume b G Sa. Let {sa} be a net in S such that saa -► 6.
Then for each a, ||QTax -TSQaz||2 = ||rSc><2TQ:r. -TSaTax||2 < ||QTax -Tax||2.
So, we have \\QTax -Tbx\\2 < \\QTax -Tax\\2. Hence if a < b, then ||QTax -Tbx\\2 < \\QTax -Tax\\2 < \\f -Tax\\2 for every / G F(S). Therefore, for any a G S, we have g(QTax) = lip \\Tbx -QTax\\2 < \\Tax -f\\2 b for every / G F(S) by above. Since g is continuous and QTax converges strongly to z G F(S), we have g(z) < lima ||Tax -/||2 = g(f) for every / G F(S). Then u = z = limt QTtx. This inequality implies ||u-?j||2 < e. Since e is arbitrary, we have u = v. Therefore F(S) n Q cü{Ttx: t > s} = {u}. for every x,y G G, it follows that P is nonexpansive. Lau and Takahashi [8] obtained an analogous result in a Banach space. However the Theorem is sharper than [8] . The following corollary was actually proved in [11] .
COROLLARY. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a real Hilbert space H and S an amenable semigroup of nonexpansive mappings t of C into itself. Suppose that F(S) = f){F(t):t€S}¿0.
Then, there exists a nonexpansive retraction P of C onto F(S) such that Pt = tP = P for every t G S and Px G cö{tx: t G S} for every x G C.
PROOF. Let p be an invariant mean on 5 and x G C. Then, since F(S) ^ 0, {ix: t G S} is bounded and hence for each y in H, the real-valued function t i-> (tx,y) is bounded. Denote by pt(tx,y) the value of p at the function. Then this is linear and continuous in y. So by the Riesz theorem, there exists an xo G H such that pt(ix,y) = (%o,y) for every y G H and the point xq is contained in F(S) nf)s€Scô{tx: t > s}. For details, see [11] .
